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Pictured above: The Rolleiflex 2.8 F TLR, a
twin-lens reflex camera with a top lens for

viewing and a bottom lens for capturing.The F
model, produced between 1960 and 1981,

introduced coupled exposure metering and a
removable focus hood. The camera was held
at chest level while the photographer looked
through a “waist-level” finder at top. The TLR
shown is a 6 x 6 cm square format camera,
although not all TLRs were. The 2.8 F offered
negatives roughly three times larger than

35mm, losing little detail even after cropping.

University is back in session and image arts undergrads will soon be looking
for photographers to emulate. Jane Hope Bown (1925-2014), British photographer
of the 60s, 70s and 80s, is an obvious choice. A consistent photojournalist capable
of prodigious output, Bown turned out timeless portraits of late-century celebrities.
While other photographers were moving into colour photography, she
demonstrated what could be accomplished with available light, a simple setting
and what Baroque painters called chiaroscuro, the stark contrast of light and
shadow. Bown’s reliance on black-and-white film intuitively side-tracked the foibles
of colour reproduction which, over time, can date images according to the spectral
ranges peculiar to each manufacturer.

Bown started with a Rolleiflex, tried a 35mm Pentax SLR and finished her
career using an Olympus OM-1 with an 85mm lens. Her portraits seemed attuned
to the interior life of the sitter, the kind of psychological honesty that earlier studio
portraiture had trouble capturing. Mick Jagger’s (above left) shows the cerebral
side of a man notorious for impulse and excess and her Queen Elizabeth (lower
right) reveals the shrewdness of a survivor. The surprise is Bob Hope: Bown
captures the suppressed insecurity of a powerful man in the Hollywood of his day.

SKIN AND BOWN

RitaTushingham, 1965

BobHope and Anita Ekberg, 1962 Queen Elizabeth, 2006

Mick Jagger, 1977

mailto:info@phsc.ca
https://www.facebook.com/PHSCPhotographicHistoricalSocietyofCanada/
https://www.instagram.com/p.h.s.canada/?hl=en
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Join us at 7:45pm, first speaker at 8:00pm, on Wednesday, September 18 in the Burgundy Room of North York
Memorial Community Hall in the basement of 5110 Yonge St, Toronto, Ontario for these informative presentations.
Admission, as usual, is free and light refreshments are provided. Need info? www.phsc.ca

John McQuarrie has photographed corporate reports,
fighter pilots and cowboys, but in the last decade or so has
undertaken the Then & Now series of softcover photography
books. A collection which has graced many a bookstore
front table, his glossy reminiscences of various cities and the
Alberta oil industry in particular have been front and centre
in the market for highly selective historical and
contemporary perspectives.

McQuarrie’s presentation will cover his interest in the
computer imaging tools he favours for book production,
including a discussion of Aurora HDR, Luminar 2018 and the
IOS/Android app called “Sun Seeker,” which allows the user
to superimpose a graphic over a map of any location that will
show hourly sun direction for any future date selected. He
will also be offering editions for sale and will be pleased to
autograph any purchases.

Horst Herget perfected his skills in wet plate
photography by offering on-site portrait services at fairs and
craft shows. He has since turned his expertise to exploring
the optimum harmony between human subjects and this
historically-significant analog medium. Herget’s work
demonstrates the why behind contemporary practitioners’
romance with wet plate at the same time as it reveals an
innate sensitivity in depicting transitory emotional and
physical human realms. Herget will also interest equipment
buffs with his large-format Deardorff, an imposing example
of previous-century technology that he relies on for figure
work.

Along with an enthusiastic Have Collodion Studio, Will
Travel enterprise, Herget has exhibited at the St. Lawrence
Art Market Gallery, The Lonsdale Gallery, Sanaz Mazinani’s
Light Times at Stephen Bulger Gallery, the Robert
McLaughlin Gallery and 2019’s CONTACT.

ADouble-Bill Season Opener: McQuarrie and Herget
PHSC PRESENTS
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PHOTOBOOK 101BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

APhotographer’s Furry Secret
When analog photography was all there was, loading

film had its risks. On important assignments, photographers
worried that the first few frames might have been exposed
while pulling out the leader on the roll and threading it into
the camera. Unintentional exposure could be the ruin of a
crucial or one-opportunity capture. So a lot of professionals
took to using up the first couple of shots, and often the last
ones, on incidental subjects.

It was after Jane Bown’s death, while in the process of
cataloging the hundreds of negatives she had taken over six
decades as photographer for the UK Observer, that archivists
discovered that Bown’s throwaway frames had all been filled
with cats. It was no secret that Bown had been a fervent cat
lover. Spats, Queenie, Tom Gosling, Tammy and Mona were
just some of the feline family members that Bown had been
close to during her life. But no one could have guessed that
this pioneering female photographer, portraitist for some of
the most notable personalities of her day, would have felt
pets and humble strays as worthy of preservation as the
Beatles, Mick Jagger or Marilyn Monroe.

Bown’s cat-egorical partiality earned her credibility on
one significant occasion. As a young hire, she had talked the
editor of the paper into letting her travel to France to
photograph French cultural luminaries, one of them being
the legendary poet and playwright Jean Cocteau. She
managed to make an emotional connection with the aloof
and often frosty writer by including his cat Madeline in a few
frames. Afterwards she sent him a set of prints. It earned her
praise, not only at the paper but from a pleased Cocteau and,
of course, Madeline.

Sources
Jane Bown Cats edited by Robin Christian (2016)

In quarantine, 1970.

Tammy in a good light, Hampshire, c1985.Vine cottage, Kent, c1970.

ShowCat, Olympia, London, 1982.

https://www.museumofhealthcare.ca/explore/exhibits/vaccinations/smallpox.html
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Photographic Historical Society of Canada presents

FALLCAMERAFAIR
North America’s Largest

Sunday, October 27, 2019
TRIDENTHALL

145 Evans Avenue, Toronto
(south of the Gardiner, east of Islington Avenue)

10:00am to 3:00pm
Admission $7 / Students free / Free parking
TTC via the South 110 Islington Bus

Mark Singer - Chairman
fair@phsc.ca

Details at www.phsc.ca

...film, books,
mags, images,
postcards and
more......darkroom stuff...

Antique, vintage,
collectible, novelty
and digital cameras,
lenses, tripods...

www.phsc.ca
fair@phsc.ca

I can't
miss it. I
just can't!

https://www.phsc.ca
mailto:fair@phsc.ca
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW BY DAVID BRIDGE

Polarization In OurTime orWhy Glare is Hardly There

A recent PHSC labs field trip to Rochester’s George
Eastman house shrine sparked some discussion about the
highly polarized citizenry of our humble neighbo[u]rs.
Spelling notwithstanding, we recollected the naive times
when polarization had a simpler meaning for those in the
Kodachrome bubble. This, of course, was the polarizing
filter, stuck on the lens of every dark blue sky and white
cloud-loving transparency shooter. Do not google
transparency shooter today!

Although currently somewhat out of fashion, filters had
a big physical presence before they became cellphone apps.
Amazingly, the polarizer, like its other tinted friends, altered
the light before it stunned the silver blobs on your film. This
pre-not-post processing magic required actually rotating the
filter in its mount until the view through your Spotmatic
suddenly revealed darker, more saturated blue skies against
still-white clouds. The magic would also lessen reflected
images from shiny surfaces such as windows and lakes, an
effect often demonstrated in ads for fishing sunglasses.

Edwin Land was a principal in the efficient and
inexpensive production of the coated glass that would filter
out the parts of light that were waving (like Trump’s hair) in
one particular orientation or polarization. Land waged an
unsuccessful decades-long campaign to convince auto-
makers to include such glass in auto headlights and
windshields to eliminate glare, and as a sideline perfected a
self-developing film that consumers could use in Land’s
innovative cameras. Of course, the cameras and film were
eventually called “Polaroids.”

Do polarizers work on digital cameras? Yes, see the
silicon-based images above. But our new electronic
marvels’ autofocus and meters stumble when presented
with the polarized output of these filters. So the filter makers
add another layer that re-scrambles the light to make our
computer cameras happy. Confusingly, these newer filters
are called “circular” polarizers, an apparent contradiction in
terms, but appropriate in our post-truth circular-argument
era.

Top left: No polarizer and a sort of blah sky; bottom left: pronounced reflection in the window.
Top right: Polarized lens and a nice contrasty sky; bottom right: window reflection almost gone. No photoshop tomfoolery here.
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What Did Quentin Change by Changing History?
A TARANTINO QUESTION

In early August, Rolling Stone magazine’s E.J. Dickson
published an article on the 18 details Quentin Tarantino got
right in Once Upon A Time...in Hollywood. Most of them had
to do with the film’s recreation of period Hollywood actors,
their relationships and the squatting of Charles Manson’s
“family” in a derelict frontier theme park-slash-movie set
called Spahn’s. By now, anyone who intended to see it
probably has, so I’m likely not spoiling the suspense by
revealing that his movie is an alternate history of the Manson
murders, one in which the Manson murders don’t occur.

Tarantino sets up the plot by weaving two fictitious
denizens of Hollywood: Rick, a has-been 50s TV-western
star, played by Leonardo DiCaprio, and his stunt-
double/buddy Cliff, played by Brad Pitt, into the unfolding
events. Rick spews anxiety about an entertainment industry
no longer interested in the two-dimensional idealized hero he
has portrayed while Cliff seems content to drift and do odd
jobs for Rick as his sporadically-engaged employee.
Because Tarantino spends an inordinate amount of screen
time demonstrating Rick’s fear of being sidelined by hippie
youth culture while Cliff appears unperturbed by the changes
Hollywood is advancing on them both, it appears that
Tarantino wants us to understand how effortlessly enduring
Cliff’s tough, cool, white, bordering-on-homicidal stereotype
will be. Keanu Reeves and Jason Statham are just two
examples of how true that is. But not only does Tarantino
rework the Manson slaughter with Pitt’s character changing
history, he also arranges for Cliff to fight and defeat Bruce
Lee, the legendary movie badass, played by Mike Moh. Just
to prove Cliff can? Maybe that isn’t the only reason.

If the director makes such a prolonged point about Cliff’s
character in what is purported to be a revisionist history, one

has to ask to what benefit. In Inglourious Basterds (2009),
Aldo (Brad Pitt again) leads a band of Jewish soldiers
against the Nazis and helps Shosanna (Melanie Laurent)
prematurely blow up Adolf Hitler and some of his top officers
to end WWII early. The audience thus assumes that
thousands of lives could have been saved if such a thing had
been possible. Not a bad payoff for tinkering with time. But
what outcome serves the greater good in Once Upon A Time?
Sharon Tate lives and has her baby but do Sharon and
Polanski live happily ever after? Not if you consider
Polanski’s proclivities which later lead to his arrest in Los
Angeles in 1977 (he and Jeffrey Epstein have a lot in
common). If that scenario’s not game-changing, would Tate
surviving have changed Hollywood? By all accounts, Tate
was beautiful but uncomplicated so it’s unlikely she would
have been more than one of a legion of supporting actors. So
we are left to ponder Tarantino’s twist at the end of the film:
Sharon invites Rick in, and Rick just might get an introduction
to Polanski to revive his career. Tarantino changes history to
extend Rick’s shelf-life, Cliff’s, and maybe even Polanski’s.
For a man who claims to make films that shift power to the
underdogs, Tarantino chooses to maintain that the status
quo of white patriarchal Hollywood is what will ultimately
triumph.

Sources
“18 Details ‘Once Upon a Time...in Hollywood’ Got Right About the
Manson Murders” by EJ Dickson, Rolling Stone magazine, August
7, 2019.
“Death Proof” by Soraya Roberts, Longreads, August 2019.

Margot Robbie as SharonTate inOnce Upon aTime. Tate’s
storyline seems to take a back seat to the Cliff and Rick tale.

Brad Pitt as Cliff the stuntman inOnce Upon ATime. Cliff
figures prominently in Tarantino’s historical rewrite.

https://www.museumofhealthcare.ca/explore/exhibits/vaccinations/smallpox.html
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WEB LINKS COMPILED BY LOUISE FREYBURGER

Audubon Photography Award Winners Show the
Breathtaking Beauty of Wild Birds by Brigit Katz,
Smithsonian.com

www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/audubon-
photography-award-winners-show-breathtaking-
b e a u t y - w i l d - b i r d s -
180972651/?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medi
um=socialmedia&fbclid=IwAR0vRNcxiISWZoxtwEUV
sC1BFNzYo8aeCwvMWBV0L5SbSlHuHZgXrtHtNhY

More than 2,000 entrants from the United States and
Canada submitted photographs for consideration this
year. The judges recently announced their top ten
picks, naming six winners and four honourable
mentions. “Attentive readers might notice a few more
images than usual,” the Audubon notes, explaining
that judges introduced two new categories to the
contest’s existing divisions: professional, amateur and
youth.

'Painting' The Ghost Forests Of The Mid-
Atlantic Coast by Clair Habage, The Picture
Show, Photo Stories from NPR

www.npr.org/sections/pictureshow/2019/08/25/752
893880/painting-the-ghost-forests-of-the-mid-
atlantic-coast

...After reading about the ghost forests in Popular
Science, I was haunted by the image of the dying
forests — one of the most powerful visual indicators
of climate change on the East Coast. As a
photographer, I reached for my camera as a way to
explore the issue, but I also wondered how the
changing landscape affects how we, and future
generations, envision the world through
representations we capture in photographs and in art.

Great Blue Heron (Photo: Melissa Rowell/Audubon Photography
Awards/2019 Amateur HonorableMention)

A stand of trees, some dead, some still clinging to their leaves, in
BlackwaterWildlife Refuge on the Chesapeake Bay inMaryland. Claire

Harbage/NPR

Heddal Stave Church, calotype by©WlodekWitek

Wlodek Witek: “The development results are never
guaranteed, up until it is hanging dry” The Calotype
Society XXI

calotypesociety.altervista.org/wlodek-
witek/?fbclid=IwAR234AvIJiM6nFqN6hCZ9TAggjpNufBz3TAo
yyGNVTHlhNsy2wsW_1kTw_o&doing_wp_cron=1566765901.
6762440204620361328125

Wlodek Witek is a paper and photo conservator at the National
Library of Norway. He has been making calotypes since 2010.
For the blog The Calotype Society XXI he shared his
photographic experience and explained why making calotypes is
such an exciting activity.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/audubon-photography-award-winners-show-breathtaking-beauty-wild-birds-180972651/?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=socialmedia&fbclid=IwAR0vRNcxiISWZoxtwEUVsC1BFNzYo8aeCwvMWBV0L5SbSlHuHZgXrtHtNhY
https://www.npr.org/sections/pictureshow/2019/08/25/752893880/painting-the-ghost-forests-of-the-mid-atlantic-coast
http://calotypesociety.altervista.org/wlodek-witek/?fbclid=IwAR234AvIJiM6nFqN6hCZ9TAggjpNufBz3TAoyyGNVTHlhNsy2wsW_1kTw_o&doing_wp_cron=1566765901.6762440204620361328125


A DOUBLE-BILL SEASON OPENER
September 18, 2019
Horst Herget will speak on figure work in wet plating, while
John McQuarrie will discuss the tools and apps used in
producing his Then & Now book series.

A SUPER 8 HALLOWEEN!
October 16, 2019
Terry Lagler brings fabulously cheesy horror movies to our
screen for an evening of free popcorn, scary snacks and
some great vintage-style merch!

COLLECTING RARE POSTCARDS and
PHOTOGRAPHING EDO
November 20, 2019
Victor Caratun presents on collecting postcards, past and
present, while Celio Barreto reveals more of the mysteries
of Japan’s Edo period photography.

CHRISTMAS BLOWOUT
December 18, 2019
Our annual Xmas party, Show and Tell, Silent Auction and
gift exchange along with seasonal refreshments.

FALL FAIR
Sunday, October 27, 2019

TRIDENT HALL

145 Evans Avenue, Toronto (Etobicoke)
(south of the Gardiner,

east of Islington Avenue)
10:00am to 3:00pm

Admission $7 / Students free / Free parking
Mark Singer - Chairman - fair@phsc.ca

IMAGE SHOW
Sunday, November 24, 2019
ARTS and LETTERS CLUB

14 Elm Street, Toronto
(Yonge and Dundas)
12:00am to 4:00pm
Free Admission

Ashley Cook - Curator
Details at www.phsc.ca
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Our talks are free and open to the public on the third Wednesday of every month, from September to
June, in the Burgundy Room of the Memorial Hall, in the basement of 5120 Yonge St, North York,
Ontario. Guest speaker appears at 8:00 pm unless otherwise specified. Some of the presentations
are tentative and subject to change.

PHSC PRESENTS

PHSC EVENTS

ESTATE AUCTION
ALL BUYERS WELCOME!

Sunday, November 17, 2019
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101

3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto
View Items 10:00 to 11:00
Auction starts at 11:00am
Free admission & parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman
Details at www.phsc.ca

mailto:fair@phsc.ca
https://www.phsc.ca
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Dot: Oh, September. Cottages, campgrounds and parks
have been left in the hands of the raccoon overlords. People
are back at home with a sense of renewed direction. It’s like
a second New Year’s, only with tan lines and the after-effects
of excessive frozen yogurt consumption. It’s a great time for
street photography.

Vi: So let me get this straight; you think you see a renewed
sense of direction in people on the street?

Dot: In my shots, sweetie. I’m taking documentary pics. It’s
practically scientific.

Vi: Well, it can be. But most of the time it’s subject
to intention, assumption and interpretation,
whomever might hold the camera.

Dot: Hey, what about the FSA (Farm Security
Administration) photo program? Dorothea Lange
and Walker Evans? They took pictures that brought
the brutal realities of rural Depression-era suffering
to a broader public. You can’t say their work was
deceptive or lacking in truth.

Vi: Well, for the most part. But there were other
documentary projects. Some went a bit off the
rails. Take, for instance, the one called Mass-
Observation.

Dot: Sounds Orwellian.

Vi: With a little Monty Python and Salvador Dali thrown in.
Mass-Observation was formed in 1936 by British
journalist/poet Charles Madge, who thought documentary-
style photography could be used to study the English
working class.

Dot: Seems reasonable.

Vi: Except that he was only interested in what people
thought about the abdication of Edward VIII, who was
leaving the throne to marry a divorced Wallis Simpson.

Dot: Okay, slight conflict there. Madge pretended to
examine the economic conditions of the working class but
really nosed around to gauge opinion about the monarchy.

Vi: He was joined by Humphrey Spender and Tom
Harrisson. Harrisson had studied cannibals in Borneo. He
wanted to demonstrate the similarities between cannibal
culture and British society.

Dot: Is this a set up for a punchline?

Vi: Nope. Then, because of their interest in the chance
occurrences of surrealism, Mass-Observation talked
approximately 500 people into keeping detailed records of
what they did on the 12th day of every month. Don’t ask why
the 12th was significant; I haven’t the foggiest.

Dot: Hmm. Massively hard to take Mass-Observation
seriously?

Vi: Wrong again. When WWII broke out, the British
government used Mass-Observation records to judge
civilian morale. Imagine how surreal those exchanges must
have been.

Dot: Now I get how Boris Johnson happened.

Sources
Seizing the Light by Robert Hirsch (1999)

Washday, Bolton Lanes by Humphrey Spender, 1937.

VI AND DOT
Discuss those British
working-class cannibals.
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THE CLASSIFIEDS

Exhibitions

Camera Shows Camera Shows

LONDON FALL
VINTAGE CAMERA SHOW
Sunday, September 15, 2019
10:00am to 3:00pm
Carling Heights Community Centre,
656 Elizabeth Street, London, ON.
Expect 60-70 dealer tables jammed
with the very best film photography
equipment you'll ever see!
Admission $5 - under 16 free.
Free parking & Great Door Prize Draw
Contact Maureen and Ron Tucker at
519-473-8333 or email
tuckerphoto@rogers.com
londonvintagecamerashow.vpweb.ca

CAMERAMA
CAMERA SHOW
Sunday, September 22, 2019
9:30am to 2:30pm
Edward Hotel, North York,
185 Yorkland Boulevard,
Toronto ON M2J 4R2
Camera .. Lenses .. Darkroom ..
Binoculars .. scopes .. Collectibles ..
Video .. Digital .. images, etc .
Admission $7 - Free Parking
Contact Gary 905 550-7477 or email
torontocamerashows@gmail.com
Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

LASSO SOMETHING FOR
YOUR COLLECTION

Michigan Photographic
Historical Society
Photographica Show & Sale
Sunday, October 20, 2019
10:00am to 3:00pm
Royal Oak Elks Lodge
2401 E. Fourth Street, Royal Oak, MI
Admission $6 - Free for Students
Contact: 248-549-6026
Email:motz48073@yahoo.com
Website:MiPHS.org

Publications

solhadef@gmail.com

PHOTOED ISSUE #56
On newsstands or by subscription
www.photoed.ca
• Christine Love Hewitt’s Wanderlust
• Morgan Sears-Williams' Queer Love
and Care

• Ears, Eyes, Voice: Black Canadian
Photo journalists 1970s–1990s by
Dr. Julie Crooks

• Paul Seesequasis’ Indigenous
Archival Photo Project

• and much more!

JOSEPH HARTMAN |
GEORGIAN BAY
September 14 - October 26, 2019
Stephen Bulger Gallery
1365 Dundas Street, Toronto, ON
www.bulgergallery.com
Hartman documents the small
communities along Georgian Bay’s
North Eastern shoreline using a
traditional 4 x 5 view camera,
producing large scale prints that
immerse the viewer in dramatic
nature.

VANCOUVER CAMERA
SWAP MEET

mailto:tuckerphoto@rogers.com
https://londonvintagecamerashow.vpweb.ca
mailto:torontocamerashows@gmail.com
https://Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows
mailto:motz48073@yahoo.com
https://MiPHS.org
mailto:solhadef@gmail.com
https://www.photoed.ca
https://www.bulgergallery.com/events/37/

